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The Posi-Joist system
The obvious floor joist solution when you 
want easy access for services such as 
electrical and MVHR.

This handbook is continuously revised and updated as our experience grow, new testing comes in 
and improvements are made. 

Please keep in mind that each project and design are unique and demands construction 
documents approved by a licenced construction engineer. MiTek cannot be held accountable for 
any errors in project planning, handling, or executions. 
 
Posi-Strut - Thin steel webs in a V shape (1 Posi-Strut can be split into 2 halves)  
Posi-Joist - Posi for floors 
Posi-Rafter - Posi used as rafters in a roof
Posi-Stud  - Posi used in walls

           Posi-Strut

Any suggestions on corrections/improvements to this document are welcome, as errors do sometimes occur. Please 
send this to: MiTek Industries AB /  info@mitekab.se
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Glossary

Posi™ General name of the family of Posi products and systems.

Posi-Strut™
Steel web, a component found in all Posi products. A standard Posi-
Strut is shaped as a V (full V) and can be split into two halves (half V). 
Abbreviation PS.

Posi-Joist™ A produced joist used as rafters in a roof (abbreviation PR). 

Posi-Rafter™ A produced joist used as rafters in a roof (abbreviation PR). 

Posi-Stud™ A produced stud for wall solutions (abbreviation PST). 

Posi™  Floor system Basic, Sound Mini, Class B and Class A. 

Strongback A reinforcement beam that runs perpendicular through the Posi-Joists. 

Chase opening The open mid section of a Posi-Joist divided by vertical webs. 

Nail plate The steel plates used to connect the timber in the Posi-Joist. 

End vertical The end piece of the Posi-Joist. 

Top chord The top wooden flange of the Posi-Joist. 

Bottom chord The bottom wooden flange of the Posi-Joist. 

Noggin Short pieces of timber members used perpendicular between the joists in a 
floor system. 

Bottom plate Horizontal member providing support for load bearing wall or floor system.

Top plate Horizontal member at the top of a wood framing wall.

Lintel Beam providing support for your joists. 

Batten Member used to create a fixing surface usually at a maximum thickness of 
50mm and maximum depth of 63mm. 

Stud Member usually at a thickness between 34 and 63mm and a depth of 
70–125m
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Introduction

Cross-section through a metal web joist

Elevation on a metal web joist

Posi-Joists™ – Parallel top and bottom timber chords (timber 
flanges), with pressed steel webs in a diagonal V pattern on 
one side and mirrored on the other side. 

The web arrangement is symmetrical relative to a plane 
aligned with the length and depth of the top and bottom 
chords, so the webs are always in pairs. 

This is the most common web arrangement for a Posi-Joist 
floor system. see ETA 20/1169 figure A 1-1 and A 1-2.

Posi-Joists™, Posi-Joists™ (Staggered Web), Posi-Stud™, Trim-It™ and X-Rafter™, collectively referred to as  
Posi™, are  shallow parallel-chord trusses in which solid timber flanges are connected to each other by a system of 
triangulation provided by thin gauge steel webs. See ETA 20/1169.
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An Open Joist System – Steel and Wood Hybrid 
Posi-Joist is a light-weight floor system combining the lightness of timber with the strength of the 
Posi-Strut steel web.  
  
Posi-Joist is a tested product with a European Technical assessment approval, ETA-20/1169.  
  
The Posi-Joist floor system has a large span in relation to its weight, vibration and deflection 
values, compared to many other types of floor systems. This combination delivers excellent sound 
and acoustic values. Sound class A is achievable using standard dry products.  

With the open web design, no labour-intensive drilling or notching for pipes or electricity is needed, 
resulting in big labour-cost savings. It also brings great freedom in the design process across a 
wide range of situations for floors in domestic, industrial, and commercial projects.  
 
Posi-Joists are also suited for flat or low-pitched roofs.

This unique opportunity for easy service installations will save you time as well as labour. The 
open web pattern will also present you with many insulation options, such as boards or loose mi-
neral wool. 

The Posi-Joist Floor System will give you great architectural design freedom and easy installation. 
It has a low self-weight making for a quick and easy installation, even when you do not have 
access to a crane (Posi-Joists, not cassettes).

Posi-Joist Specifications (Swedish timber dimensions, depth=45mm)

Posi-Strut D – Installation diameter Joist depth
PS8 108 mm 198 mm
PS9 131 mm 221 mm
PS10 160 mm 249 mm
PS12 210 mm 300 mm
PS14 279 mm 369 mm
PS16 327 mm 417 mm
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Economy
The Posi-Joist floor system’s possibilities with low self-weight, open design and great spans while 
preserving good properties regarding vibration and deflection, bring great economic benefits. 
 Installation of services and utilities is far simpler and quicker with Posi-Joists, reducing both la-
bour costs and build-up time on site.

Posi-Joists or Floor Cassette Systems are factory-manufactured by many Posi-Joist producers 
(see page 33), all in a controlled environment regarding moisture and temperature levels, making 
this a quality product. They are delivered to the building site ‘made to measure’ allowing for a 
speedy erection.  

Performance
Exceptional floor performance from a wide fixing surface makes flooring easy. More benefits such 
as the unique open web design provide an area in which Plumbers, Electricians and Mechanical 
Ventilation and Heating Contractors will find it easy and convenient to work.

Flexibility
Posi-Joists are perfect for flooring, flat and low-pitched roofs. Design flexibility is inherent in the 
concept of the Posi-Joist. They are pre-fabricated to fit the specific project with many different 
connection options for different materials, building techniques, environments etc. 

  

Top hung joist with support from trimmers, 
no need for hangers.
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Intermediate Floor Applications
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Typical Construction Details
Timber Frame Wall:

The best support for a Posi-Joist in an intermediate floor 
application is to have it hung from its top chord (see 
images above). This will give you the best conditions for 
longer spans, minimal vibrations and better sound and 
acoustic insulation (as verified by sound testing 2020). 
As the images to the right shows, this will also eliminate 
any need for mounting profiles. The chord inset should be 
>45mm. 

Please observe that a gap is needed between the last 
noggin and the wall. This gap should be at least 1.5–
2mm. Sound mats, inserts for vibration damping, will then 
be easy to insert.

This image shows a Posi-Joist resting on a 
horizontal beam connected to the wall. 
        
For a safe installation process, angle brackets 
have been used to fasten the Posi-Joists to 
the wall. Make sure not to damage existing nail 
plates.

Our 2020 sound testing was performed 
using 25mm Vibradyn S750.

Posi-Joist supported by a top plate.
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Masonry Wall:
 

 

   
 
Example on fixing to steel beam from the United Kingdom:

Posi-Joists can also be built into masonry walls, as illustrated 
in the images below. This method of construction meets the 
thermal and air leakage requirements of Building Regulations 
provided that the perimeter of the Posi-Joist is sealed in 
accordance with the building designer’s specification.

Alternative proprietary built-in constructions may be used, 
provided that they have been shown by third-party tests 
to meet or exceed the air leakage performance of the 
construction and meet the energy requirements. Please note 
that any solutions might need noggings to provide lateral 
restraint. Posi-Joists can be supported in masonry hangers 
at an external masonry wall. This method of construction 
meets the thermal and air leakage requirements of Building 
Regulations. 

Make sure to check for lateral restraint to the wall, noggins 
might be needed. Only use an approved hanger and follow 
the designer’s specification

Posi-Joist hung on steel beam, with no 
need for hangers.

The Posi-Joist is sealed and insulated 
in accordance with the designer’s 
specification that meets the energy 
requirements.

Fixing to steel beam

Fixing to steel beam

Posi-Joists fixed with hangers and 
noggin according to designer’s 
specification.
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Strongback

 

      
 

The strongbacks can be overlapped on each side of the vertical 
timber web, as seen above. They can also be spliced as in 
the image to the right, and they should be fastened using 2 
woodscrews (size 5/6x90). The strongbacks should be butted 
tightly against the underside of the top chord. 

The image to the right is also an example of using stabilisers 
fastened to the side of the Posi-Joists when there are no vertical 
timber webs to connect the strongbacks.

Strongback reinforcement 
for installations 

Increases in a floor’s transverse stiffness (i.e. 
in a direction perpendicular to the joists) lead to 
improvements in the floor’s vibrational performance.
The addition of a strongback, a solid timber 
member running perpendicular to the Posi-Joists 
and connected to the Posi-Joists greatly increases 
the floor transverse stiffness with the attendant 
improvements in the floor’s vibrational performance. 
Strongbacks should be used for all spans greater 
than 4m. 

At larger spans (>4m), a strongback is installed in 
the middle of the span running perpendicular to the 
Posi-Joists. This will provide effective load sharing 
from adjacent joists.
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Fire Resistance
Successful 30, 60 and 90 minute fire resistance tests have been perfomed according to EN1365. 
And are continously updated (most recent update in September 2019). 

The fire resistance requirements are dependent on Building classes and Building occupancy 
classification set by the National board of housing building and planning in your country. Most 
residential buildings in Sweden have building classification 2 or 3 (moderate to low level of 
protection), and occupancy classification 3 (dwellings). 

Abbreviations:
R Load-bearing capacity
E Integrity
I Insulation
W  heat radiation

Below is an excerpt from the latest fire resistance tests:
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Fire Test Rig Details:

1. Beams 47x72mm (compared to Scandinavian standard 45x95)
2. Strongbacks were used.
3. The floor system has decking screwed to Posi-Joist beams, the floor panel have glued joints.
4. Room perimeters have packers, noggins between Posi-Joists.
5. 1.5kN/m² load have been applied to the floor system. 

Plasterboards:
Type A – Wallboard
Type F – Fireline fireboards
Type RBar indicates plasterboard fastened with furring.

  *  Strongback minimum 47x97mm

Fire resistance tests undertaken on Posi-Joist floors, in which the ceiling has been penetrated 
by downlighters and ventilation services, has shown that 30 minutes fire resistance can be 
maintained with appropriate intumescent protection at ceiling penetrations.  

For ceilings with service penetrations, MiTek recommends that for joists at 600mm centres 15mm 
Type F plasterboard is used whilst for joists at 400mm centres 15mm Type A plasterboard may be 
used. 

Ceiling penetrations and edges shall have an appropriate fire resistance seal.
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Sound resistance in a Posi-Joist Floor System
Lightweight floors generally have a bad reputation regarding sound, especially when it comes to 
impact and structure-borne noise. 

At MiTek, we have performed thorough sound testing for airborne and impact sound. We have 
completed laboratory tests and field tests to measure and verify our results in multi-storey 
environments.

In conjunction with the sound tests, we have done vibration and deflection tests. We have also 
done tests running the spin cycle on a washing machine. We have gotten great results using dry-
standard products, easily found in most hardware stores.

”Size matters!” – notes our professor of Acoustics from Lund University. To pass the highest 
requirements in the sound transmission category, sound class A, for light-weight floors, it usually 
takes a floor, including parquet and ceiling layers, with a total thickness close to 500 mm. There is 
no way around that fact, unless using special components, materials or a poured concrete layer on 
top of the light-weight floor components.

Some important design components to ensure a Posi-Joist floor with good sound qualities is listed 
below, in no particular order:  

A) Sound & Strongback Bracing

We have already discussed the need for strongbacks on spans exceeding 4m. The more 
strongbacks you have in a floor system, the better sound and vibration properties can be achieved. 
Also, it will be a more comfortable floor to walk on. 

Using two strongbacks, instead of one, on a 5m span will improve the impact-sound value by 
approximately 1dB.

          

In Norway, they have used multiple strongbacks 
for a while now, in order to achieve better 
vibration and sound properties.
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B) Loose-fill Mineral Wool Insulation 

The Posi-Joist floor, with its open webs, is perfect for loose-fill mineral wool insulation. The loose-
fill material can either be inserted in the open floor system before it is closed with the chipboards 
or be sprayed from the side, or through a temporary opening, that is later closed and sealed.

C) Suspended Ceiling

A suspended ceiling has superior sound properties. The impact sound values will improve with 
several dB when using a suspended ceiling. It will also simplify the installation of embedded light 
fixtures and other electrical work.

Our sound profile fitted as in the image above 
has proved to provide the best vibration 
damping, measured by the Japanese Impact  
Ball. (Japanese Impact Ball is the best 
simulation of sound/acoustics)

Mounting the sound profile as in the image 
above will also pass a sound test. However, it 
did not perform as well as the method to the 
right on the Japanese Impact Ball test.
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Posi-Joist Floor System
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The Future of Floor Systems

1 - POSI Floor BASIC
Single-family dwelling / apartment

Parquet     14mm
Parquet underlay    3mm
Floor chipboard  22mm
Posi-Joist PS12 300mm
Roof battens 17x45   17mm
Gypsum board 12,5mm

Total floor weight:   59kg/m²
Thickness:  368mm

2 - POSI Floor Sound Mini

Airborne sound reduction >52dB *)
Impact sound  <56dB *)
*)  DnT,w,50hz. / LnT,w,50hz. SS-EN ISO 10140-2/3, 16283-1/2

Parquet     14mm
Parquet underlay     3mm
Gypsum board 2x12,5   25mm
Floor Chipboard   22mm
Posi-Joist PS12 300mm
MiTek Soundprofile 80   80mm
Gypsum Fireboards 2x15   30mm 

Total floor weight:   98kg/m²
Thickness:  474mm

Acoustic, vibration and deflection 
tests, performed in 2020, have led to 
4 standard floor systems covering all 
necessary floor solutions.
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3 - POSI Floor Class B

Airborne sound reduction >56dB *)
Impact sound  <52dB *)
*)  DnT,w,50hz. / LnT,w,50hz. SS-EN ISO 10140-2/3, 16283-1/2

Parquet     14mm
Parquet underlay        3mm
Gypsum boards    25mm
Sound mat dB4    12mm
Floor chipboard    22mm
Posi-Joist PS12, with
loose mineral wool 11kg/m²300mm
MiTek Sound pofile     80mm
Gypsum Fireboards       30mm

Total floor weight:    102kg/m²
Thickness:   486mm

4 - POSI Floor Class A

Airborne sound reduction >60dB *)
Impact sound  <48dB *)
*)  DnT,w,50hz. / LnT,w,50hz. SS-EN ISO 10140-2/3, 16283-1/2

Parquet    14mm
Parquet underlay       3mm
Gypsum boards    38mm
Sound mat dB4    12mm
Floor chipboard    22mm
Posi-Joist PS12, with 
loose mineral wool 11kg/m² 300mm
MiTek Sound Profile      80mm
Gypsum Fireboards       30mm 
Gypsum board        6mm

Total floor weight:          122kg/m²
Thickness:   505mm
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Design Considerations
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A well designed floor system will consider both static and dynamic criteria. Vibration and elacticity 
are important properties for the perceived quality and needs careful design considerations.

MiTek Pamir is a software used to calculate a Posi-Joist floor system according to the Eurocode 
and your country’s national annex. The designer is always responsible for the design and design 
checks.

Loadings
Dead Load
Dead load should account for the weight of all building materials in the floor. It is made up of all 
the layers in the floor makeup, ceiling linings and insulation and self-weight of the Posi-Joist.

Imposed Loads
The floor imposed load is an estimated kN/m2 (area) value that is made up of people and furniture 
based on what function the floor is intended for. For example, office loading takes into account 
heavy items such as filing cabinets, whereas domestic house loading will only take into account 
lighter furniture.
The amount of people expected to use the floor space also plays a role in determining the value of 
the imposed floor loading. MiTek Pamir will also calculate for movable interior walls.

Additional Loads
Additional loads could include hoist loads or wind loads, and can be applied using the tools in our 
design software MiTek Pamir. Please contact your regional MiTek design office for design advice if 
in any doubt. 

Typical Minimum Imposed Floor Loads
The table summaries the most common imposed loads applicable for floors, staircases and 
balconies for building categories A–D, table C-1 and §9. (BFS 2015:6). Swedish application of the  
Eurocode.

The table below may be subject to change.
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Posi-Joist and Spans

The span of a Posi-Joist, i.e the distance between the supports (usually made up of walls), is 
dependent on different factors, such as:

 - Type of floor system e.g. Posi-Floor BASIC, Posi-Floor Sound Mini, Posi-Floor Class A. 
Depending on floor system the self-weight will differ e.g. 60kg/m², 100kg/m², 122kg/m² 

 - Posi-Joist spacing, tighter spacing will be able to handle longer spans, e.g. spacing 600mm, 
400mm or 300mm

 - The Posi-Strut size, the size of the Posi-Joist’s steel webs, e.g. PS9, PS10, PS12, PS14, PS16

Posi Floor BASIC, ca.60kg/m² 
(single-family dwellings)
 

 

4200
4500

5150

5600

6200

4750

5100

5950

6650

7200

5050

5500

6300

7200

7650

4000

4500

5000

5500

6000

6500

7000

7500

8000

PS9 PS10 PS12 PS14 PS16

Spännvidd Posi-golv BASIC (60kg/m²)

600 400 300

Span – Posi Floor Basic
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Posi Floor Sound Mini, ca.100kg/m².

Posi Floor Class A, ca.122kg/m².

4100
4700 4900

5400

4350
4750

5450

6250
6700

4600
5050

5800

6650
7050

4000
4500
5000
5500
6000
6500
7000
7500
8000

PS9 PS10 PS12 PS14 PS16

Spännvidd Posi-golv Klass A 
(122kg/m²)

600 400 300

4200
4800 5100

5650

4450
4850

5600
6350

6900

4750
5150

5950

6850
7300

4000
4500
5000
5500
6000
6500
7000
7500
8000

PS9 PS10 PS12 PS14 PS16

Spännvidd Posi-golv BBR 
(100kg/m²)

600 400 300

Span – Posi Floor Sound Mini

Span – Posi Floor Class A
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Site Practice & Handling
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Posi-Joist Installation Checklist 

1. Make sure that the Posi-Joists have been clearly marked and labelled by the manufacturer,  
 and that you have corresponding layout drawings and installation instructions. Also make  
 sure they are delivered in correct erection order to avoid confusion on large projects.

 (ETA 20/1169: 3.8.2.1 states that it is the manufacturer’s responsibility to ensure that the   
 specific markings/instructions for installation are provided to the purchaser.)

2. Posi-Joists should always be labelled on the top side of the top chord. Make sure you   
 install it with this side up, and keep in mind the risk of installing the joist reveresd left  
 to right, to match supports correctly according to your layout drawing.

3. Do not forget to install any strongbacks. Experience have shown that strongbacks are   
 easier to install as you go, before all Posi-Joists are fixed in place. See layout drawing and  
 installation instructions.

 
Posi-Joist labelling is very important, to get the correct placement according to the layout drawing. 
In the image above the label ”PJ6” is found on the left-hand side of the top chord.

Slings should be attached at panel points closest to the quarter points of 
the Posi-Joists as shown above.

Lifting and moving Posi-Joists 
only with fabric sling (not chains 
or wire ropes!)

When loading or offloading with 
a crane, slings should always be 
attached to the timber flanges
and not to the metal webs, to avoid 
buckling. (ETA 20/1169: 3.8.3)
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Storage on site should be for a limited period of time prior to erection of the Posi-Joists.

Posi-Joists should either be stored vertically or on the flat. If stored vertically there should be 
intermediate bearers at node points not within the bay of a joist, as shown below. If stored in a 
flat position, sufficient bearings at node points should be provided to prevent excessive lateral 
bending.

It is recommended that completed Posi-Joists be strapped together and wrapped in a waterproof 
protective covering to protect them from short term exposure to inclement weather.  

Special precautions should be taken when stacking top chord supported floor cassettes to prevent 
the stack lozenging in storage.

Bearers directly under web points

Bearers as close as possible to web points
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Important!

 

Make sure you INFORM all professions with 
access to the construction site.
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MiTek Environmental Policy

MiTek recognises the importance of both short 
and long term environmental protection and is 
committed to operating its business responsibly 
and in compliance with all legal requirements 
relating to the design, manufacture and sales of 
MiTek products.

STEWARDSHIP
We take seriously our responsibility to our people, 
our customers, our resources, and our world.

Ongoing process for producing EPD for our Posi-Flooring 
components. (EPD Environmental Product Declaration)

MiTek’s Posi-Joist system components are registered at:
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Posi-Joist Manufacturers
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Details on Testing 

– Sound/Acoustics, Vibration, Deflection 

 
Objective: Through laboratory and field tests verify system 
solutions to achieve the sound classes legally required in 
SCANDINAVIA, following test regulations:SS-EN ISO 10140-
2 and 3 using standard, dry components together with MiTek 
products.
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Sound & Acoustics –  
Posi-Joist Floor System 
Vibration/Deflection test. Lab tests at Lund University, 
Sweden. Field tests at Granholmen in Piteå, Sweden. 

Testing Deflection – 1kN 

Testing Vibration –  
Japanese Impact Ball

Testing –  
Airborne sound

Testing Vibration –  
Impact sound
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1. Parquet  14mm Oak, click floor    (Kährs)

2. Underlay  3mmA, 1.2m      (Prof)

3. Chipboard  P6 22mm     (Forestia) 

 - glued MiTek JOIST-iK d4, ca.0,5l/m²  (MiTek) 

 - screwed  4,2x55, c/c=200mm  

4. Posi-Joist PS12, 300mm, c/c=600   (MiTek) 

 - Mineral loose wool, ca: 11kg/ m² , SHT1  (Paroc) 

 - Textile membrane, 2.7m, XMS090   (Paroc)

5. Roof-battens, 17x45

6. Gypsum board, 12.5mm, GN    (Gyproc) 

 - Screw QS25mm, c/c=400    (Gyproc)

Components
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Parquet   14mm Oak, click floor   (Kährs)

Underlay     3mm, 1.2mtr     (Prof)

Gypsum board,  12,5mm, GG 13 VPL   (Gyproc)

Gypsum board,  12,5mm, GG 13 VPL   (Gyproc)

Chipboard   P6 22mm     (Forestia)

 - glued MiTek JOIST-iK d4, ca.0.5l/m²  (MiTek) 

 - screwed  4.2x55, c/c=200mm

6. Posi-Joist PS12,  300mm, c/c=600   (MiTek)  

 - Mineral loose wool, ca: 11kg/ m² , SHT1  (Paroc) 

 - Textile membrane, 2.7m, XMS090   (Paroc)

7. MiTek Soundprofile 80, c/c=600   (MiTek)

8.  Gypsum fireboard, 15mm, Protect F   (Gyproc) 

 - Screw QS25mm, c/c=400    (Gyproc)

9. Gypsum fireboard, 15mm, Protect F   (Gyproc) 

 - Screw QS41mm, c/c=400    (Gyproc)

Airborne reduction   >52dB DnT,w,50
Impact sound   <56dB LnT,w,50
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Parquet  14mm Oak, click floor    (Kährs)

Underlay    3mm, 1.2m      (Prof)

Gypsum board, 12.5mm, GG 13 VPL    (Gyproc)

Gypsum board, 12.5mm, GG 13 VPL    (Gyproc)

Soundmat MiTek dB4, 12mm    (Aprobo)

Chipboard P6 22mm      (Forestia) 

 - glued MiTek JOIST-iK d4, ca.0.5l/m²  (MiTek) 

 - screwed  4.2x55, c/c=200mm

7. Posi-Joist PS12, 300mm, c/c=600   (MiTek) 

 - Mineral loose wool, ca: 11kg/ m² , SHT1  (Paroc) 

 - Textile membrane, 2,7m, XMS090   (Paroc)

8. MiTek Soundprofile 80, cc=600    (MiTek)

9. Gypsum fireboard, 15mm, Protect F   (Gyproc) 

 - Screw QS25mm, c/c=400    (Gyproc)

10. Gypsum fireboard, 15mm, Protect F   (Gyproc) 

 - Screw QS41mm, c/c=400    (Gyproc)

Airborne reduction   >56dB DnT,w,50
Impact sound   <52dB LnT,w,50
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1. Parquet  14mm Oak, click floor    (Kährs)

2. Underlay    3mm, 1.2m      (Prof)

3. Gypsum board, 12.5mm, GG 13 VPL    (Gyproc)

4. Gypsum board, 12.5mm, GG 13 VPL    (Gyproc)

5. Gypsum board, 12.5mm, GG 13 VPL    (Gyproc)

6. Soundmat MiTek dB4, 12mm    (Aprobo)

7. Chipboard P6 22mm      (Forestia) 

 - glued MiTek JOIST-iK d4, ca. 0.5l/m²  (MiTek) 

 - screwed  4.2x55, c/c=200mm

8. Posi-Joist PS12, 300mm, c/c=600   (MiTek) 

 - Mineral loose wool, ca: 11kg/ m² , SHT1  (Paroc) 

 - Textile membrane, 2.7m, XMS090   (Paroc)

9. MiTek Soundprofile 80, c/c=600   (MiTek)

10. Gypsum fireboard, 15mm, Protect F   (Gyproc) 

 - Screw QS25mm, c/c=400    (Gyproc)

11. Gypsum fireboard, 15mm, Protect F   (Gyproc) 

 - Screw QS41mm, c/c=400    (Gyproc)

12.Gypsum thinboard, 6mm, GSE 6   (Gyproc)

        - Screw QD76mm, c/c=400    (Gyproc)

Airborne reduction   >60dB DnT,w,50
Impact sound   <48dB LnT,w,50
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Attachment to wall

Vibisol vibration killer: 
Vibradyn S750/25
Red 95x45 mm.
Thickness 25 mm.

Type 1: No foot

Type 2: Vibration-reducing foot

Type 3: Vibration-reducing foot on 
gypsum board with elastic layer

Figure 7. Vibration reduction for the 
three mounting configurations was 
measured with one sensor on top of 
the washing machine and a second 
sensor on the floor.

Figure 6. Three types 
of washing machine 
mounting configurations.

Vibration test – Washing Machine
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